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KaiFly
The innovative patent-pending KaiFly system combines microfiber, window squeegee and chemical
injection technologies to rapidly remove harmful bio-pollutants from desktops, chalk and dry erase boards, 
tabletops, stalls, partitions, windows and much more. 

KaiFly is scientifically proven to clean at least six times better than towels or wipes. 
Tested with an ATP measurement device,  it was found that cleaning with microfiber 
towels or rags left approximately six times more soil behind on average. Plus,  the 
KaiFly system is so effective at removing harmful bio-pollutants that it has been 
verified by an independent NELAP-accredited lab to remove 99.9% of targeted 
microbes when used as directed - using water only.

In addition, conventional cleaning methods, such as microfiber towels or rags,  are 
typically less effective as workers clean more and more surfaces. This cross-
contamination can leave the last surface cleaned with two to eight times more soil 
than the first surface cleaned. KaiFly maintains equal effectiveness regardless of the 
number of surfaces cleaned and reduces the risk of cross-contamination.

Ergonomically designed, KaiFly also cleans in half the time or less than traditional methods. Spraying diluted 
cleaning chemical directly onto the microfiber pad allows for quicker and more even application on surfaces. 
The squeegee then finishes the job by simultaneously removing soils and drying surfaces in one swipe. 
KaiFly also elimates the circular scrubbing motion typically used with towels and rags, relieveing strain on 
workers’ backs and shoulders.

High volume flat surface cleaning minimizes cross-contamination
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Highlights

KaiFly removes six times more soil and 
bio contaminants than conventional 
methods, such as microfiber towels and 
rags.

Maintains same amount of cleaning 
effectiveness from the first surface 
cleaned to the last, minimizing the risk 
of cross-contamination.

Ergonomically designed to relieve strain 
on workers’ backs and shoulders by use 
of fluent motions rather than strenuous 
circular motions.

Cleans in half the time of traditional 
methods, increasing worker productivity.

KaiFly Complete includes: 
 1 Trowel
 1 Hand-held Squeegee
 1 Motorized Sprayer
 1 Quart Bottle
 1 Holster
 1 Monster Hook 
 5 Microfiber Pads
(All Items available individually)

KaiFly Basic includes: 
 1 Trowel
 1 Hand-held Squeegee
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